Brain Computer Interface::BCI is a system that reads the thoughts of a patient. Research showed that the encephalogram (EEG) signals are different in the information they carry according to the patient’s thoughts. In this paper, we’re comparing the classification methods on a dataset of BCI to get the best result of discrimination between up and down movements. We are featuring the signals using statistics and power spectral analysis (PSD), and classifying the resulting features using minimum distance, voting K-nearest, perceptron and backpropagation classifiers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many people who suffer from severe motor disabilities, who are locked-in and can’t move by themselves, need a way to communicate with their environments. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is one of the best research areas that has been developed in the last decades to get a new way of communication for those people.

BCI research depends mainly on reading the signals from the brain and tries to get the discriminant information from them, which could help in classifying these signals to many applications. One of these applications and which has the most interest for many researchers, is to distinguish between two directions of movements in these signals, which could help locked-in people in a wheel chair decide their movements.

In the last four decades, BCI research has been developed for the Single-trail EEG associated with hand movements, and which will focus on this paper.

Brief history

Researchers discovered that EEG signals differ from left hand and right hand movements (or up and down movements). They could also distinguish event-related synchronization and desynchronization (ERS/ERD)[1]. Statistics techniques on the µ rhythm power were applied which showed ERD followed by ERS[2].

Many classification techniques were used, like Fisher discriminant analysis [1], Bayes theorem was used for classification [2] and Support Vector Machines-SVM[3].

BCI research went in a lot of areas, starting from the hardware to acquire the signals from the brain (EEG) and digitize them to be introduced to digital filters to remove the noise and prepare them for the next step, that is, to extract the dominant features and classify them, which will give a complete figure for the last step, namely the application. [4]

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram for a BCI system model. The system has many phases and areas of research and they change according to the final application. The one we are focusing on has the application of moving up or down, according to what direction the patient thinks of. In this paper, we are focusing on the extraction of the features that discriminate between the two directions, and the classification techniques that will decide the direction.

Though the applications for BCI are numerous ranging from understanding the thought of the patient, to trying to let him move a cursor on a screen of a computer or attempting to read the EEG signals to control a small/minature mobile robot in a closed area, we, nevertheless, have a lot of challenge in producing such a system; for example, the accuracy of the system we want to approach depends on how much signals we have, which will increase the cost, and this could be overcome by improving the preparation of the data before introducing them to the classification techniques[3].

Convention:

In the first international meeting for BCI technology, they have the convention of BCI for a system that does not depend on the brain’s normal output pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles [5]. They measured the feedback of the signal after presenting a stimulus on a computer screen, and they analyzed this feedback signal to classify the unlabeled signals online later.

II. METHODOLOGY

Description of the dataset

The dataset was taken from a healthy patient. He was asked to move a cursor up or down on a computer screen, and then they measured the feedback. Each trial took 6s, though the dataset is only for the feedback period which is 3.5s (from 2s to 5.5s) with a sample rate 256 hz, so we have 896 samples for each trial.

The dataset is a measure of 6 channels from the scalp, 135 for the up direction and 133 for the down direction.

Feature extraction:

Features’ extraction went in two directions, one was statistical...
and the other was measuring the power density spectral.
In the statistical techniques, we applied mean, variance, amplitude (maximum point in the signal) [3] and minimum on the training EEG signals. And for the power spectral density we applied Welch and Thomson multitaper methods.

Power spectral [6]
Power spectral density (PSD), is a way to describe the power distribution contained in the signal.
From here, we used two different methods for extracting features using PSD, Welch and multitaper[7].
**Welch:** which is the averaged periodograms of overlapped, windowed signal sections[8], in welch method we do the following,

1. Divide the time series data into overlapped segments.
2. Compute a modified periodogram of each segment
3. Average the PSD estimates
Other steps for pwelch.
The vector x is segmented into eight sections of equal length, each with 50% overlap. Any remaining (trailing) entries in x that cannot be included in the eight segments of equal length are discarded. Each segment is windowed with a Hamming window that is the same length as the segment.[8]

**Multitaper:** which is the spectral estimate from combination of multiple orthogonal windows (or “tapers”) [8].

After applying both statistical and PSD feature extraction methods, we need to check the significance of these methods, which means that could discriminate between the up and down movements, for this we applied T test on these methods for the up and down EEG signals.
Though, the features were a lot (were 1249 features), which increased the pool dimensions.
To minimize these dimensions, instead of taking T test with p value equal to 0.05, we took the least 100 values of p values (our new P value is 2.2604e-005).
Again, we minimized the feature vector length used after getting the correlation coefficient. For each one of the features, we got the sum of its correlation coefficient values with the rest of the features, and took the 40 features that have the least sum.

For the features extraction, we used the built-in functions in matlab version 7. Mean, var, max, min, pwelch and pmtm were used to apply the methods, and ttest2 was used to get the T test and P values, and corr2 to get the correlation coefficients.

**Classifiers:**
In classification, we applied many techniques, starting from the simple one to the highly complicated one, from the weak one to the highly efficient one.

1- Minimum Distance Classifier:
One of the simplest techniques for classifications and it goes with simple steps [9].
1. Divide the pool into the two clusters, one for the up movement and the other for the down movement.
2. Calculate the mean vector for each cluster.
3. Calculate the distance between the test sample and the two mean vectors of the up and down movements.
4. The test sample will belong to the cluster whose mean vector has the short distance to the sample.

2- Voting k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier:
Another simple classifier and it has very efficient accuracy [9].
1. Divide the pool into the two clusters, one for the up movement and the other for the down movement.
2. Calculate the distance of the test sample vector to each vector of the training data.
3. Put all the resulting distances with their corresponding clusters in an array.
4. Sort the array.
5. Take the first sample (or the first three, five…etc. samples).
6. Check which cluster has more samples that are near to the test sample, and this would be the class of the test sample.

3- Perceptron Classifier:
Perceptron is the simplest algorithm for the neural network. It uses one layer only, and it could have many neurons[10].

The idea of the Perceptron is to decide if the sample is 0 or 1, so if the value of n is equal to or greater than 0, then the sample value is 1; otherwise it is equal to 0, though we need to use the function hardlim as a transfer function for the net input n, see Fig. 3.

Matlab version 7.0.1 has built-in functions and toolbox for the perceptron, and we used it in our classifier.

4- Backpropagation Classifier:
Considered as one of the best algorithms for neural networks. It is composed of many layers. The last one is called the output layers, and the preceding layers are called hidden layers.
As shown in Fig. 4, it works in this way. After applying the input vector to the network, it gets the output and compares it to the label/target it has, then gets the error difference. After that, it goes to the output layer and updates the weights of it, and from the new weights, we go backward to the preceding layer and calculate its new weights and so on with the rest of the preceding layers [11].

Fig. 4 Backpropagation Model

### III. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the results we had for both training and test data. The best results were mainly for the statistical features, in both training data and test data. And the best classifier was the backpropagation for the training data and minimum distance for the test data.

Perceptron was disappointing in its results, unless for solid data, it gave almost the same result for all the features in both, training dataset and test dataset, which gave them almost 50% accuracy and error.

### IV. DISCUSSION

Perceptron had almost all its results voting for one movement direction which was the down movement, except for applying it with no features on the dataset, and that gave 100% accuracy.

In both training and test dataset, it gave us that all signals are classified as down movements.

Statistical feature vector had the least cost, as they were 4 features for 6 channels, and mainly the vector is minimized after applying T test, and it also had the best results for all the classifiers.

Backpropagation had almost the best results on both the training and test datasets.

Our model had bad accuracy using the minimum distance classifier for the test dataset.

### V. CONCLUSION

The power spectral density technique had the least accuracy, thought the statistical technique had really good accuracy; we are trying now to combine PSD with the statistical and different techniques to see what that will lead to.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifiers</th>
<th>Minimum Distance</th>
<th>Voting K-nearest neighbor</th>
<th>Perceptron(500 epochs)</th>
<th>Backpropagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full features</td>
<td>71.2687</td>
<td>82.8358</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.0448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value(0.05)</td>
<td>64.9254</td>
<td>66.7910</td>
<td>49.6269</td>
<td>74.6269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>76.1194</td>
<td>72.7612</td>
<td>49.6269</td>
<td>73.1343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>64.9254</td>
<td>66.7910</td>
<td>49.6269</td>
<td>71.6418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least 100 P-values</td>
<td>64.9254</td>
<td>66.7910</td>
<td>49.6269</td>
<td>71.6418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>63.4328</td>
<td>55.9701</td>
<td>49.6269</td>
<td>62.6866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Data</td>
<td>Full features</td>
<td>67.2355</td>
<td>65.8703</td>
<td>86.0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value(0.05)</td>
<td>52.9010</td>
<td>56.6553</td>
<td>53.5836</td>
<td>49.8294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>73.7201</td>
<td>60.7509</td>
<td>63.1399</td>
<td>49.8294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>52.9010</td>
<td>56.6553</td>
<td>53.5836</td>
<td>49.8294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least 100 P-values</td>
<td>52.9010</td>
<td>56.6553</td>
<td>53.2423</td>
<td>49.8294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>37.8840</td>
<td>47.0990</td>
<td>45.7338</td>
<td>49.8294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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